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David Nurse has been transforming the way hundreds of NBA stars play on the court, and hundreds of 
corporate executives dominate in the board room for the past 15 years.  David is widely renown as one of 
the top mindset specialists in the entire world!  He has written two bestselling mindset books, runs a 
transformational coaching business and is a highly-sought-after speaker—hired by top Fortune 100 
companies and professional sports teams—helping thousands of employees and athletes develop 
unshakeable mindsets. In fact, he was recently named as one of the top 50 keynote speakers in the world 
by Real Leaders. 
 
As a former professional basketball player, David’s ability to get into the zone and master his mindset led 
him to two Guinness World Records. In 2016, the Brooklyn Nets hired him as a coach to help players 
improve their shooting—they went from being 28th in the league to 2nd overall in 3-point shooting. In 
total, David has worked with over 150 NBA players whose contract earnings amount to 3.2 billion. 
 
Today, CEOs and professional athletes hire David for his award-winning strategies and infectious 
positivity. His two books, Pivot & Go and #1 Amazon Best Seller Breakthrough, (and the most immersive 
book ever written on taking action: Do It - The Life Changing Power of Taking Action - #1 Amazon Best 
Seller AND Wall St Journal Best Seller-   have helped hundreds of thousands throughout the world how to 
unlock their personal roadblocks and take action in their life.  
He resides in Marina del Rey with his incredibly talented wife, actress Taylor Kalupa. When he’s not 
traveling the world inspiring thousands to have breakthrough moments, David is most likely spending time 
with his wife and ‘way too spoiled fluffy little puppy.’  He swears he still has Iowa roots and can manage 
when California temperatures dip below 65.  
 
As one recent All-Star NBA and NBA Champion player put it: “David is the guy that everyone needs to 
hire.”  
 

https://members.real-leaders.com/2022-top-50-keynote-speakers/?inf_contact_key=3c9f204fe7ceeeac6b37dd7bc6b580f0842e902fbefb79ab9abae13bfcb46658
https://www.amazon.com/Pivot-Go-Blueprint-Redefine-Achieve/dp/1645431118
https://www.amazon.com/Breakthrough-Sure-Fire-Realizing-Potential-Limitations/dp/1119853931/ref=pd_lpo_1?pd_rd_i=1119853931&psc=1

